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This approach allows us to maximize

the role of social channels in each 

phase of the funnel from different 

points; many times we will go beyond 

direct and immediate and our strategy

will be more reflective or focused on 

branding relevant to the business.
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At HABITANT, a division of Globant, we 

are consultants of Digital Marketing, 

Innovation and Digital Sales, 

specialized in the integration of digital 

assets, technology, creativity & 

content, media and data.


We solve business challenges by 

designing products, services, 

strategies and communication that 

optimize experiences and generate 

results. We have a multidisciplinary 

and multicultural team that has 

contributed to the growth and 

development of more than 70 brands 

in almost 10 markets.


Social media has evolved in record time 

since it first emerged in the late 1990s. 

Taking Messenger as an example, this 

platform was possibly the first contact 

for many users with what we now know 

today as social media.



Nobody questions the relevance of 

social networks today, nor the time we 

invest in them or the amount of content 

that is generated on them by users and 

brands. In fact, 80% of Spaniards use 

social channels daily through their 

mobile devices, exceeding six hours of 

browsing, according to a recent study 

by Hootsuite.



Brands know what these platforms 

represent for consumers, customers 

and even the competition. They all seek 

how to enhance, improve and optimize 

their metrics at the business level 

within the social ecosystem. With this 

objective in mind they implement 

various strategies on social networks. 

The key is to be aligned with an 

omnichannel strategy, which includes 

all the business objectives in the 

different spaces of contact with 

customers. Only from this perspective 

will we be able to contribute 

differentially on social media.
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Introduction 

and context




The big question that all brands start 

with on social networks is:


how do we get all the people who 

follow us to become customers? To get 

to this point, you have to work on your 

relationship with them so that they end 

up making that conversion. However, 

the most common starting point is that 

many users will follow us because of 

the content or service that we offer 

them on those channels.
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The importance of social channels does 

not lie solely in the immediate 

conversion since there are other 

disciplines with much more 

competitive costs focused on direct 

sales. However, social platforms are 

capable of bringing our audiences 

together in a relaxed environment. 

Here they interact and generate quality 

information from which we can learn 

and create new business 

opportunities.





Indeed, the platforms themselves 

know this and work to convert the 

opportunities that occur in their 

channels into transactions. For 

example, Facebook and Instagram 

launched their store services; Shopify 

and Tiktok teamed up; and WhatsApp 

Business offers a catalog of products.





The fact that our audience gives free 

rein to a conversation that is not 

mediated by any brand or 

communication medium in a 

comfortable environment provides us 

with a source of knowledge applicable 

to our services, products and, 

consequently, to the business through 

strategic or tactical actions. It is 

necessary to apply a work methodology 

and rely on technology, such as 

listening tools, to obtain useful 

information for the business. 

A new 
outlook
Juan Alberto Bodas

Head of New Media at HABITANT®, a 

Globant Division 
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Social networks have always been 

different from other marketing 

channels due to their potential in the 

higher phases of the funnel, or at least 

it has been put forth, but they also play 

an important role during the rest of the 

process.





Social channels have become one of 

the main media among advertisers due 

to their potential in the purchase 

process. According to the IAB, 

investment in social networks could 

increase by between 20% and 30% 

compared to last year. If we speak in 

gross terms, the total investment of 

advertisers this year could reach above 

pre-covid levels (807 million euros in 

2019).

In addition, according to the IAB, 

social networks will take 64% of the 

total advertising investment during this 

year (2022) since the user feels 

increasingly more comfortable 

converting on these platforms than on 

an external landing page that adds 

complexity to the process. In fact, 

according to Hubspot, more than 50% 

of a brand's consumers have at some 

point made a transaction through 

social networks.

In a context where we look for 

immediate results, why are we 

increasingly more committed to social 

networks? What is the impact at the 

business level? How can we work the 

different phases of the funnel?





This Whitepaper on digital sales on 

social platforms seeks to answer these 

questions, among others.
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Phases of the 
digital sales 
process on social 
platforms

Once the basic concepts 
have been understood, its 
important to know the 
process through which a 
digital sale travels on 
social platofrms as well 
as the main disciplines it 
is made up of.




Assets to 
push towards 
the sale.
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As we have already seen in the general 
Whitepaper on digital sales, also 
written by HABITANT, there are 4 main 
phases of the sales process that, 
depending on the product we need to 
sell, can vary in time and form.

Next, we are going to describe the 
value that social platforms can provide 
in the different phases of the funnel 
and the strategies that can be carried 
out at any time to have a real impact 
on the business.

 Influencer Marketing


 Social Listening (trends)

 Special actions (Brand & 
Content)

Highlight, through listening, trends and needs of 
users to activate the brand through its services or 
products via improvement, optimization or product 
innovation.



Amplify and impact new communities with the use of 
influencers (macro, micro & nano) to spread the 
message and spark interest of new users.



Create special actions that make it possible to obtain 
a new communication channel with users and promote 
brand visibility.

Direct and personalized assistance via messaging to 
achieve direct conversion on social platforms, making it 
easier for users to purchase by answering their 
questions and to their needs through Chat, Whatsapp, 
Social Network Direct Messages, etc.


Service of users on social channels as a platform to 
resolve incidents, suggestions, concerns and doubts 
that avert them from using third-party platforms that 
damage the reputation of the brand by not having 
control over them. Furthermore, this can avert the use 
of other means of communication such as telephone, 
email, etc. that generate a greater volume of requests to 
resolve.


Identify and solve reputation-related risks with the 
support of online listening (blogs, forums, media, social 
networks, etc.) with real-time dashboards that make it 
possible to identify risk points and generate alerts to 
activate the behavior protocol.




Curate organic content on social media that allows 
you to work on the concerns of the users that have 
been identified in this phase regarding the product, 
brand or service.



Answer and manage all reviews that are generated 
on third-party channels so that negative opinions can 
be reconverted while working out a plan to generate 
positive opinions on said platforms with the moments of 
the highest rate of user satisfaction with the brand. At 
the same time, brand perception can be improved by 
making the users see how concerned the brand is about 
their complaints, recommendations, incidents, etc.


 Number of insights
 Reach
 Notoriety / repercussio
 Impact on brand visibility

 Number of positive and 
negative mentions vs. the 
competition

 Merco Index
 Reach / Impression
 Interaction
 Number of positive reviews
 Number of negative reviews 

converted

 Number of non-customer 
messages answered

 Response rat
 Conversions
 Average ticket

 Number of customer 
messages answered

 Response rate
 Response time 
 Queries resolved with 

just one interaction
 Satisfaction rate

 Management of social channels

 Management of Reviews

 Brand reputation

 Digital Assistance 
(Whatsapp, Chat, Social 
Networks)

 ATC Digital

Loyalty & Up / 
Cross selling


Brand 
notoriety

Awareness

Influence

Consideration

How do we achieve improvement in each phase?

Social Media Description KPIs to manage

Stimulate 

action

Conversion



We must bear in mind that brands can 
act proactively through Brand & 
Content influencer marketing actions.

At the same time, they can also have a 
reflective approach through social 
listening to find out details about the 
market, the sector or the audience.



Everything will depend on the strategic 
approach that we want to contribute to 
the omnichannel strategy.

2. Fases del proceso de una venta digital en las plataformas sociales
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2.1. 

Brand awareness 
or how to be in the 
minds of 
consumers before 
they need it




Brand 
awareness or 
how to be in 
the minds of 
consumers 
before they 
need it.
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Identifying the needs of users will give 
us a differential value compared to the 
competition, in addition to positioning 
ourselves within the consumer’s mind 
as a unique brand.



Relying on technology as part of the 
strategy and understanding the 
context of social platforms and the 
possibilities they offer will be the key 
to success in order to obtain the 
expected results.

10.
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HABITANT Tip

"Using social listening as a starting 
point for campaign segmentations in 
Social Paid can help us improve our 
results by up to 60%”

Social 
Listening

or digital 
listening

This observation methodology, 
increasingly popular among companies, 
consists of first quantitative and then 
qualitative research of our potential 
audiences, always within social 
environments: blogs, forums, opinion 
portals and social networks.



The listening tools allow us to find, 
through preconfigured "queries", those 
profiles we are looking for. We can 
detect their usernames, main topics of 
conversation, concerns, behavior, type 
of audience, etc. - everything until we 
build the digital ecosystem of each one 
of them.



In addition, we can identify 
conversation nodes and influence 
nodes among the observed users that 
will give us the context to have a more 
detailed analysis.

Conversation 
nodes
These are the main conversation topics 
of the audience that we are 
monitoring. The most commonly 
expressed words or phrases by 
different accounts will become 
conversational nodes in which we will 
be able to detect how the different 
topics of conversation are 
interconnected between the accounts 
that we are observing.

Detect opinion leaders within the 
conversation on the different social 
channels to analyze their 
discussion topics in detail (through 
an analysis of keywords)



Cluster the different types of 
opinion leaders according to the 
nuances in the conversation or their 
relationships with each other



Extract quantitative and qualitative 
data that we can transform into 
information that helps us generate 
segments that feed the different 
content or are assigned to paid 
campaigns.


Listening requires monitoring time so 
that data can be collected before 
performing qualitative analysis. In our 
experience with advertisers who work 
with niche audiences or with interests 
that are difficult to segment on social 
networks, we tend to use the following 
methodology of work to transfer the 
conversation to data that help us 
generate business:

Influence 

nodes
In this case, the nodes are configured 
by those accounts that most users 
follow or vice versa, those users that 
are most followed. In this way we can 
detect the main users among the 
observed sample and establish the 
dynamics of influence between them.

Source: HABITANT (own data based on our

experience)





The knowledge of our followers has 
direct implications for the business. 
According to studies we have 
conducted at HABITANT, we have seen 
that:

In many cases, active listening focuses 
on analyzing and understanding what 
the current social community is like 
and how to streamline the process of 
purchase. This focus has the objective 
of identifying opportunities that allow 
previously unknown conversion levers 
to be activated.



In this phase of the funnel, we work on 
user knowledge through different 
questions to provide answers to our 
hypotheses:
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Demographic analysis
 Where are they from?
 Where do we grow more?
 What are our most efficient 

territories according to fan 
acquisition costs?



Psychographic analysis
 What are their favorite topics of 

conversation?
 What other accounts do they like 

to follow?
 Why do they follow our account?



Behavior analysis
 Do our users tend to " like" our 

posts or are they "ninja" 
followers?

 Are they the commenting type or 
do you prefer to keep their 
thoughts private?


Information from our followers 
helps us enrich the customer 
journey and detect multiple new 
points of contact with potential 
customers at different stages of the 
funnel.



It helps us generate messages that 
are more focused on converting our 
followers into customers.

Community clustering:
 What types of users do I have 

among my followers and which 
ones are customers?

 Are there substantial differences 
between them?

 Are they interested in 
completely opposite things or is 
there a certain uniformity?

 How many follow the 
competition?


Main objectives when using social listening

Source: Forrester - Q2 2018 Global Social Listening Platfirms Forrester Wave

Competitive Intelligence 49%

Trend monitoring 38%

Brand reputation 34%

Public relations 26%

Marketing analysis 26%

Customer loyalty 23%

Innovation and product development 15%

Media strategy 13%

Identification of influencers 13%

Customer satisfaction 11%

Content marketing 11%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%



The results of an analysis of this type 
can help us to:

13.

And what 

do we do 

with all this 
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Identify insights at the product, brand 
and innovation levels that help us 
optimize the user's purchasing 
process.



Cluster the audience to facilitate the 
activation of Paid Media campaigns, 
with messages based on the funnel, 
to work out segmentation based on 
interests and to provide us with 
psychographic and demographic 
characteristics.



Segment launches, communications 
or actions based on the sensitivity of 
the territories and socio-cultural 
segments to minimize the negative 
impact.



Detect the main brand ambassadors 
inside or outside the community that 
allow us to activate influence 
marketing actions.



Improve the customer journey of the 
brand ecosystem through the 
identification of incidents, 
suggestions, etc. such improvements, 
in many cases, are proposed by users 
based on their use.



Implement possible improvements at 
a strategic level by finding the main 
points of contact that activate the 
user in the purchase process.




After locating our niche audience and 
confirming its nodes of influence - we 
found an opinion leader who was 
closely related to our potential 
audience - we agreed on an action 
aimed at generating leads with the 
opinion leader who, at the end, 
reported to us the following data:



This action, like many others, 
demonstrates the importance of 
having a clear objective within an 
omnichannel strategy and that actions 
based on the higher stages of the 
funnel are not incompatible with direct 
action and the transformation of users 
into leads. However, carrying them out 
requires an intensive study of the 
audience and a differential creative 
development.

In our experience, taking the 
educational sector as an example, we 
have seen that influence marketing is 
an essential and innovative tool to help 
reach an audience that expects 
warmth and friendliness yet flees from 
brand messages. In addition, in many 
cases, they are not on the usual 
communication channels of the 
brands. This is why using these profiles 
is an opportunity to reach that 
audience and generate new leads.



Through a search and management of 
Key Opinion Leaders through social 
listening, we were able to qualify 
potential audiences through the data 
we had collected from social networks, 
to later design a recruitment strategy 
that would start from a strong strategic 
communication concept to provide 
coherence to the action with 
influencers.

Influence marketing actions, whether 
with macro, micro or nano influencers, 
have generated some doubts among 
companies about their effectiveness. 
However, it is possible to propose a 
model that has a direct impact on the 
generation of business, as it is in the 
case of lead acquisition.

14.
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A 296% increase in conversion rate 
vs. other product-focused 
recruitment campaigns.



A 174% increase in time on the 
landing site vs. time on the 
corporate website.

Source: HABITANT case study ESIC: Inspire Me!

Fastest-growing online customer-acquisition method

Source: Tomoson

Influencer marketing 22

Organic search 17

Email 15

Paid search 14

Display advertising 9

Affiliate marketing 5

Others 18

0 5 10 15 20 25



In this sense, the creative umbrella is 
essential, as is a good content 
strategy, understanding the role of 
social media and, above all, applying 
tactical actions that allow us to 
continue discovering our community 
via:

During this phase we want to convey 
the most emotional side of our brand - 
this is when branding acts and where 
creativity acquires a main character. In 
the middle of last year, 400 global 
CMOs stated that strategy and brand 
building were the most valued skills to 
face this new post-pandemic scenario. 
This is where social channels can also 
provide added value.



Not only is it important to have a good 
message, but also a sufficiently large 
and interested potential audience. For 
this reason, social platforms are the 
ideal place to work in this phase of the 
funnel: we have a large volume of 
users and unique capabilities for 
segmenting our message.






15.

Special 
Actions 

Brand 

& Content

Giveaways and discounts: social 
networks are a very important 
showcase that can help users try 
your product. According to our 
internal metrics, these types of 
special actions can help improve 
the reach of our products by 50%.





Gamification: including gamified 
experiences in our content can help 
us improve our engagement by 
150%, according to Meltwater. In 
addition, an interactive action will 
help us make our followers spend 
more time on our channels.





Experiences: inviting our followers 
to live a unique experience 
sponsored by our brand through 
social networks can be a great 
gateway for new users. According to 
our data, these types of actions can 
help increase our community on 
Instagram by 500% while providing 
a differential brand experience.
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2. Phases of the process of a digital sale on social platforms
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2.2. 

Consideration 
phase or how to 
help the user to 
decide




All of them are essential , but being in 
contact with theSocial Media team 
and, specifically, with the Community 
Managers specialized in resolving 
incidents, will help us to identify the 
most common incidents and 
suggestions from users, helping us to 
minimize the potential negative impact 
of a crisis of reputation that will 
probably explode on social networks.



All this information is not only 
qualitative, but we can centralize it in a 
dashboard that allows us to measure 
the health of the brand in real time.

Brand reputation is possibly the area 
that is least associated with direct 
conversion in the short term. 
According to HotWire, in Spain 88% of 
consumers would consider stopping 
buying a brand that was involved in a 
crisis.



It is true that brand reputation is 
difficult to control since it goes beyond 
channels and often depends on other 
external variables or the context itself. 
However, we can work on a proactive 
social listening strategy from the brand 
or a specific strategy for a project, an 
initiative, a manager, a customer or an 
employee that helps us identify 
reputational risks and work on them to 
prevent them from having an impact 
on the image of the brand and, 
therefore, at the business level.



There are levers that can help us 
maintain brand reputation in important 
business areas: position in search 
engines, SEO optimization, care at the 
point of sale, satisfactory customer 
service, product communication, 
updating of services, etc.

17.

Brand 
reputation
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Social channels differ from traditional 
media because they have elements 
such as trending topics, hashtags, 
tagging, gamification, etc. which offer 
greater possibilities of engaging / 
socializing with the user directly. 
According to GWI (GlobalWebIndex), 
there has been a 13% increase in 
consumers who watch or read the 
news on social networks since 2020, 
especially among the younger 
generations.



Content planning, based on the 
objective set (amplification, loyalty, 
sale, product / service launch) is 
almost as important as its execution. 
The statistics of our page will provide 
us with information on the best times 
to reach our users, the users with the 
highest acceptance of messages by 
topic, those user segments by reaction 
(Click, Share...) to optimize all the 
details to the maximum.



Users spend an average of 30 minutes 
a day on Facebook and Instagram and 
between 40% and 50% of them do so 
at different times of the day, according 
to Meta in different reports they have 
released. For this reason, it is essential 
to hit and beat the competition to 
capture the attention of users at the 
moment in which they are most 
receptive.

In summary, we must bear in mind the 
qualitative analysis of our audiences 
and platforms and align it with the 
objectives to carry out an exercise of 
content optimization based on the 
statistical performance of our pieces 
and messages.

Displaying the right message at the 
right time can help us gain visibility 
and even generate new customers. 
Combining our content planning with 
studies of our followers will help us 
create much more productive points of 
contact.



Once in hand, we must develop the 
Social Paid strategy to amplify the 
content since the organic reach is 
minimal.

Good management of social channels 
will help us boost sales from these 
channels, as well as help us find social 
support and generate brand presence.



During the pandemic, to this day, social 
channels have exponentially promoted 
purchases, both online and in terms of 
user experience.



Both Shopify and McKinsey confirm in 
different studies that e-commerce 
soared more in the first 90 days of the 
pandemic than in the last ten years. In 
addition, more than 84% of consumers 
were making purchases online, with 
social channels being the first point of 
contact for future purchases due to the 
ability they offer to socialize.



To push from the brand presence 
phase towards consideration and 
conversion, it is essential to perform 
daily maintenance of the social 
ecosystem since the user's need may 
arise at any time. It is pointless to have 
a Facebook page empty of content or 
one that does not offer online 
assistance, or an Instagram account 
that is a repository of content that 
does not take advantage of the 
potential of formats such as stories or 
reels or any native format.

18.

Management 
of social 
channels
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The optimization of the content in the 
Social Paid campaigns must be carried 
out from those publications that have 
obtained results more efficiently in an 
organic way and that arouse interest. 
This tactical action can help us 
increase our organic reach by 37% and 
directly influence the Social Paid part.



HABITANT Tip



Its objective is to promote good 
reviews and break the barrier of user 
doubt in the purchase process. In fact, 
the average time that can be spent 
reading reviews is more than 5 
minutes and approximately 10 
reviews.



According to a study carried out by 
BigCommerce, a good review 
management strategy can help us 
improve conversion execution by 60%. 
According to the same study, a product 
page with at least 10 reviews 
generates a 15% increase in search 
traffic and those with more than 50 
reviews cause an additional 4.6% 
increase in conversion.



Travel, restaurants, technology... any 
sector is good for developing a strategy 
that helps us achieve business 
objectives.



To do this, we must implement a work 
plan that helps us optimize and 
improve the sales process through 
reviews.



This type of initiative requires the 
same attention and dedication as other 
projects since it involves different 
areas of the company and has a direct 
impact on its image.



We must take into consideration, 
almost at the same level, a review on 
Google My Business with a user who 
abandons the cart in the purchase 
process. This situation is much closer 
to the sale in time, but the first can 
help us generate much more sales 
volume in the medium term.

Reviews, opinions and ratings have 
become a relevant factor in the online 
purchase decision process. According 
to a study carried out by KPMG, 
regarding the reality of the online 
consumer, during the consideration 
phase, almost 100% of users look for 
product information in their purchase 
process. 



In addition, according to the company 
Oliver Wyman, 90% of consumers read 
reviews before making a purchase or 
visiting the store (confirmed by a 
recent interview from the newspaper 
ABC).



There are many platforms based on 
user reviews, but we must not forget 
that Google or marketplaces such as 
Amazon or Booking also have this 
functionality. 

19.

Work methodology

Information processing

Online sign-up

Initial bills

Resolution in the case of 
incidents


Identify the degree of 
customer satisfaction at 
the different points of the 
Customer Journey.

Of the stages of the 
Customer Journey


Definition

Dashboard where performance can be measured and opinions monitored.

Define the indicators that 
we want to analyze, such 
as general satisfaction or 
customer service.

What we want to know 
from users

MEASUREMENT

Indicators

Web - Pop Up

Email

SMS

Tablet

Define the methods for 
collecting Feedback:

Where we will carry out 
the queries

Formats

We rely on the Ekonmi 
platform to have an 
official file where all user 
opinions are collected. 
This will help us to 
position ourselves in 
search engines and work 
on the reputation side of 
synergies with SEO.

To collect information

Technology

Management 
of Reviews
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A good opinion management strategy 
can help us to:

20.
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do we do

with all this 
information?
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Boost our conversion rates or 
generation of potential customers 
from a stage prior to the moment of 
purchase. In this way, taking care of 
our reviews andapplying a content 
strategy on on social networks aimed 
at improving perception of our 
products on users.



Improve our UX strategy including the 
possibility of reviews on our landings, 
making positive opinions visible on 
our website and echoing them in our 
content on social networks.



Implement a customer service 
protocol based on rewarding positive 
ratings, implement sentiment-based 
KPIs on our social networks and base 
the management of comments on 
social networks towards the efficient 
and satisfactory experience of 
potential customers.


Improve costs in Google or Bing 
campaigns if we work hand in hand 
with platforms that have Google 
Seller Rating or Bing Merchant 
Reviews.



Coordination with the Social Media 
team to create images to share 
reviews on social channels.

Neutralize possible points of risk to 
reputations by solving user incidents 
and boosting the generation of good 
opinions during the journey with the 
user.



2. Phases of the process of a digital sale on social platforms
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2.3.

Conversion phase 
or facilitating the 
purchase at the 
moment of truth
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Nowadays, consumers expect and 
consider assistance during the 
purchase process as a determining 
factor in their final decision. Therefore, 
the Whatsapp catalog can be 
combined with automated or remotely 
controlled conversations by the ATC 
team that allow users to move forward 
in the purchase process.



For this reason, it is important to take 
into account other formats such as 
Instagram Shopping, which, according 
to Hootsuite, can help us reach 70% of 
the most demanding and informed 
buyers. We also have Facebook Shops, 
the functionality of the platform that 
allows any store to sell its products 
through this channel.

If we take into account that, according 
to Shopify, 77% of users have bought 
products online and that the majority 
use social networks to search for 
products which they are interested in, 
the synergy between eCommerce and 
social networks is necessary. As 
aforementioned, the platforms are 
aware of this and are getting closer to 
the end-to-end of the purchase on 
their own channel.



In recent years, social networks have 
worked hard to incorporate 
eCommerce formats without the need 
to take the user to a website. For 
example, Whatsapp for Business offers 
the possibility to publish a product 
catalog that opens a new sales 
channel and proactively sends users 
notifications made in up to ten 
communication templates. Offering 
this assistance or proactivity of the 
company to help resolve doubts or 
queries to potential customers will be 
key.

22.

Digital 
Assistant



An assistance strategy at the time of 
purchase can help us to:

23.
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Foster the purchase in the final phase 
with assistance in a convenient, 
immediate and safe channel for the 
user.



Take advantage of the automation of 
the purchase process on 
conversation-based channels to make 
the cost per acquisition of new 
customers more efficient.



Create a common strategy on social 
networks to promote omnichannel 
and have a complete presence in the 
user's social environment. We will 
increase the probability of purchase 
and increase brand recognition.



Increase the return on purchases 
made on social networks and offer 
the user a satisfactory experience.



2. Phases of the process of a digital sale on social platforms
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2.4

Loyalty phase 

or scale your 
digital sales



This new channel of communication 
with the customer allows us to obtain 
instant feedback on their satisfaction 
during the purchase process, so it will 
allow us to detect and optimize the 
aspects that can cause conversion to 
drop.



According to Talkwalker, 76% of users 
would recommend a brand if they 
received friendly customer service on 
Twitter, so we must integrate this point 
into our omnichannel strategy to 
enhance the purchase process.



Launching a customer service 
digitization project towards social 
support entails the integration of a new 
communication channel in the current 
process.



The objective should be to form and 
develop a strategic plan so that this 
integration is as beneficial as possible 
with a dedicated team since, according 
to The Social Habit, 32% of users who 
contact a brand expect their response 
to be in less than 30 minutes. 
minutes.

This change takes time to integrate, 
comes with costs, and requires training 
and changes in processes, but it will 
undoubtedly help us to improve 
satisfaction rates, reduce the volume 
of queries through other channels and 
notably strengthen brand reputation by 
having greater control over the 
environment in which it takes place.



We will not be able to make progress in 
the process without applying a work 
methodology with different phases 
that lead us to achieve the final 
objective.

Customer service is one of the main 
uses that advertisers give to social 
networks. In recent years we have 
experienced a migration, by users, of 
traditional custom services functions 
(call centers, ticketing systems, email) 
towards social networks or messaging 
platforms such as WhatsApp. In fact, 
part of this migration is due to the 
development / professionalization of 
its technologies to offer this service to 
companies.



Social media support potentially 
allows us to resolve user issues, 
incidents and queries instantly while 
offering them a highly personalized 
experience.



All this favors the community loyalty 
process. In addition, it establishes a 
routine that allows users to connect 
with the brand in the face of any 
adversity, hence preventing them from 
sharing their experiences on other 
platforms that could damage the 
brand's reputation.

25.

Digital 
Customer 
Service
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Map of change 

in Social Support

Review of current 
processes, the customer 
service strategy and the 
planned objectives.

Audit

Implementing the new customer service strategy on social networks that 
responds to the needs of current (and potential) customers requires:

Ideation and development 
of social support 
integration.

Consultancy

Analysis and proposal of 
the tool for the 
implementation of the 
new channels.

Technology and 

tools

Training and support of 
the Customer Service 
team in the use of the tool 
and understanding of 
social channel flows.

Team and

training



The results of an analysis of this type can 
be used to:
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Improve the customer experience 
within the loyalty process once the 
purchase has been made.



Reduce the cost and volume of 
customer service on other channels 
such as the telephone, ticketing or 
email.



Repair brand reputation by focusing 
user attention on our platforms, 
preventing those comments from 
ending up on third-party blogs or 
forums.



Activate personalized campaigns 
through direct messages based on the 
needs of users.



Have tools for direct contact with 
users for new releases, promotions 
and offers.





3.
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Conclusions y 
recommendations



It will allow us to identify insights that 
support the rest of the company's 
areas such as Sales, Paid Media, 
Product, Customer Service through the 
clustering of communities, 
identification of opinion leaders, 
process optimization, etc. This fact, 
according to internal data from 
HABITANT, translates into an 
improvement in results in Social Paid 
campaigns of up to 60%.

Influence marketing allows us to 
impact new audiences by generating 
opportunities based on the milestones 
set in the different phases of the 
funnel. Depending on the needs, we 
can go for a strategy of brand impact, 
awareness or one that directly seeks 
conversion.

Understanding the brand's social 
ecosystem as a single space, based on 
the benefits offered by each platform, 
will allow us to build on business 
objectives through the different points 
of contact with the user, organically or 
paid.

28.28.

1.	Omnicanal 
strategy 

2.	Integration 
of social 
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3.	Influence 
marketing 
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To help push towards the 
consideration and conversion phases, 
careful maintenance of our own social 
channels through content is essential. 
It is pointless to have a social 
ecosystem without activity or where 
the potential of the formats most used 
by users is not realized.

Customer service is one of the main 
areas used by users to interact with 
the brand in the pre-purchase or 
post-sale process. In recent years, 
we have experienced a migration by 
users and traditional customer 
service functions (call centers, 
ticketing systems, email) to social 
networks or messaging platforms 
such as WhatsApp. In fact, part of 
this migration is due to the 
development and 
professionalization of technologies 
to offer this service to companies, 
where we must be prepared to 
provide support since it has a direct 
impact on the bottom line.

Reviews, opinions and ratings have 
become a relevant factor in the online 
purchase decision process. We must 
include this space in user loyalty as 
one more place to provide customer 
service since it has a direct impact on 
the business and the perception of 
users. A good strategy to manage 
reviews can help us improve 
conversion execution by 60%.

4. Management 
of reviews 

5. Content as 
a drawcard 

6. Digital 
assistants
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HABITANT® is a Digital Marketing, 

Innovation and Digital Sales 

Consultant. 



We are specialists in the integration of 

digital product, technology, creativity & 

content, media and data to generate 

better experiences and produce great 

results.



Do you want to know more about how 

we have helped boost the digital sales 

of clients such as  BBVA, Iberdrola, 

Virgin telco, Disney, ESIC, Estrella 

Galicia, Grupo Euskaltel 


or UCJC?


Contact us:
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habitant.es 

olga.bautista@habitant.es 


915 319 021
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Globant is a digital native company 

that helps organizations reinvent 

themselves to create a path to the 

future and unleash their potential. We 

combine innovation, design and 

engineering to reach a large scale.



We were named a global leader in CX 

enhancement services by the IDC 

MarketScape report, featured as a 

case study at Harvard, MIT, and 

Stanford, and are a member of the 

Cybersecurity Tech Accord.





We are made up of over 16,250 

professionals and are present in 18 

countries working for companies such 

as Google, Rockwell Automation, 

Electronic Arts and Santander, 

among others.
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